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INSPIRING
It’s impossible to imagine our daily lives without display systems 
nowadays. These advertising and information media have become 
permanent features at the PoS, and at trade fairs and other events. 
We are proud to say that Neschen has played a key role in this 
development. That is because our systems have been in everyday 
use for more than 20 years now and enjoy great popularity on 
the market. Neschen, one of the very first pioneers in this sector, 
is now presenting its revised, completely new product spectrum, 
comprising banner displays, roll-up and pop-up displays, counters, 
flag stands and poles, and poster profiles.

UNIQUE SELECTION
First-class results are produced only when panel and system have 
been perfectly matched with one another. All of our practical ex-
pertise as a manufacturer of coated print media and a full-range 
supplier flows into our display systems. Continuous research and 
development enables us to offer you intelligent, innovative solu-
tions with combinations of display, print medium and protective 
laminate for various price ranges and every application – everything 
you need from a single source.

UNCOMPROMISINGLY GOOD
The print media used with our systems can be exchanged over 
and over again. All systems have been designed for fast assembly, 
simple handling and easy transportation. Sophisticated technolo-
gy and high product quality ensure many years of problem-free 
system operation. We also guarantee the long-term availability of 
replacement parts as another sign of quality.

DISPLAY SYSTEMS 
PIONEER
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Assembly time

System weight

With carry bag

Best price
Easy
transportation

Also available
in special sizes

No tools required 
for assembly

Our top-seller
To 30 Sec.

4 kg
BEST
PRICE

TOP
SELLER

BANNER DISPLAYS

4 Roll.UP Titanium
5 Roll.UP Titanium double
6 Roll.UP Basic
7 L.BANNER Basic

POP UP SYSTEMS

8 – 9 Pop.UP Titanium
10 – 11 Pop.UP Titanium fabric

COUNTERS

12 – 13 COUNTER Alu-Pro
14 COUNTER Titanium fabric
15 COUNTER Promo

FLAG STANDS & POLES

16 Beach.FLAG Pro
17 Deco.FLAG Pro
18 Beach.FLAG light 
19 Giant.POLE Square

POSTER PROFILES

20 Snap.FIX Alu
20 Snap.FIX light
20 Snap.FIX Pro

LEGEND
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Roll.UP Titanium

Roll.UP Titanium is the classic among retractable displays. The 
unpretentious design provides an ideal vehicle for the adver-
tising slogan. The supporting rod provides infinite adjustability 
as standard. Made of aluminium, the rugged Roll.UP Titanium 
cassette permits fast graphic changes within just a few minutes. 
Roll.UP Titanium can be equipped with an optional halogen 
spotlight to draw particular attention to your message.

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 4.3 – 7.8

Widths (cm): 85, 100, 120, 150

Visible height (cm): 160 – 209

Production length (cm): 230

ACCESSORIES

Extension for supporting rod, 40 cm

Halogen spotlight 220 V 50 W

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

printex easy banner heavy  

solvotex artist premium heavy S 

solvoprint PVC frontlit premium 

solvoprint PVC blockout     

solvoprint / printlux nolite 175 CA + filmolux PP sand

solvoprint / printlux PP nolite 210 + filmolux PP sand

> 4 kg

Aluminium cassette

Clamp profile with end caps

Hybrid supporting rod

Halogen spotlight

To 30 Sec.
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Roll.UP Titanium double

Roll.UP Titanium double is the best choice of display if the ad-
vertising slogan is to be effective on both sides. It boasts the 
same features as its “smaller brother”, but offers twice as much 
presentation area and is suitable for many different applications. 
A minimum of time and effort is required to assemble Roll.UP Ti-
tanium double and change the graphics. The padded carry bag 
provides reliable protection for the system during transportation 
and storage.

To 30 Sec. > 4 kg

Profiles firmly secured

Elegantly proportioned cassette

Easy spotlight mounting

Adjustable feet underneath

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 4.8 – 6.0

Widths (cm): 85, 100

Visible height (cm): 160 – 209

Production length (cm): 230

ACCESSORIES

Extension for supporting rod, 40 cm

Halogen spotlight 220 V 50 W

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

printex easy banner heavy  

solvotex artist premium heavy S 

solvoprint PVC frontlit premium 

solvoprint PVC blockout     

solvoprint / printlux nolite 175 CA + filmolux PP sand

solvoprint / printlux PP nolite 210 + filmolux PP sand
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Roll.UP Basic

Roll.UP Basic is the ideal low-budget alternative. The cost-effec-
tive basic model is the perfect choice for the short-notice pres-
entation of formats up to 100 cm × 203 cm. All Roll.UP Basic 
components are made of aluminium and the system is excep-
tionally robust. The large, rotating feet provide stable support. 
Roll.UP Basic can be assembled, ready for use, in a minimum of 
time without the need for any tools. The nylon carry bag includ-
ed in the scope of delivery provides protection for the system 
during transportation.

To 30 Sec. > 4 kg

Stable rotating feet

Clamp profile with end caps

20 cm extension

Halogen spotlight

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 2.8 – 3.5

Widths (cm): 60, 85, 100

Visible height (cm): 203

Production length (cm): 223

ACCESSORIES

Extension for supporting rod, 20 cm

Halogen spotlight 220 V 50 W

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

printex easy banner heavy  

solvotex artist premium heavy S 

solvoprint PVC frontlit premium 

solvoprint PVC blockout     

solvoprint / printlux nolite 175 CA + filmolux PP sand

solvoprint / printlux PP nolite 210 + filmolux PP sand
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L.BANNER Basic

L.BANNER Basic can only be described as downright dainty. It 
offers classical design and a high quality standard at a particu-
larly reasonable price. L.BANNER Basic is assembled in next to 
no time with the three-part supporting rod, which is joined to-
gether with a rubber cord. Many different print media can be 
used thanks to its clamp profile. A screw thread ensures that 
the supporting rod is firmly joined to the solid aluminium stand. 
L.BANNER Basic’s scope of delivery includes a matching nylon 
carry bag.

> 3 kg

Solid aluminium stand

Clamp profile with end caps

25 cm extension

Halogen spotlight

BEST
PRICE

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 3.4 – 3.7

Widths (cm): 85, 100

Visible height (cm): 196

Production length (cm): 218

ACCESSORIES

Extension for supporting rod, 25 cm

Halogen spotlight 220 V 50 W

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

VARItex decoframe 250 B1 CA   

DYEtex display 220 B1   

DYEtex PES banner 240 B1  

solvotex PES banner 240  

solvotex artist premium heavy S
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Pop.UP Titanium

Pop.UP Titanium is the flagship in our range of mobile display 
systems. Its success can be attributed to its distinctive design, 
which draws all of the attention to the presentation while 
maintaining a low profile in the background. Pop.UP Titanium 
creates an impression of elegant lightness and its sophisticated 
mechanical system guarantees easy handling for even the most 
demanding user. Vertical magnetic bars join the graphic panels 
so that they fit together exactly. The graphic panel attachments 
are invisible on the outside; special hangers fix them in the right 
positions automatically – it couldn’t be simpler. Seen in the right 
light: upgrade your Pop.UP Titanium by adding the matching 
optional halogen floodlights.

5 Min. > 9 kg

Rugged mechanical system Simple panel attachment

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 10.0 – 29.0

Panel height (cm): 222.5

Panel width (cm): 67.3 (curved), 73.4 (straight)

Number of sections: 2 × 3, 3 × 3, 4 × 3, 5 × 3 

ACCESSORIES

Halogen floodlight 220 V 150 W

Screen holder, up to max. 5 kg

2 stabilizing feet with bag

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

solvoprint / printlux nolite 370  
+ filmolux PP sand / filmolux scratch

solvoprint / printlux easy panel 430 B1 CA 
+ filmolux PP sand / filmolux scratch

solvoprint / printlux easy panel 310 B1 CA 
+ filmolux PP sand / filmolux scratch

UVprint easy panel B1
+ filmolux PP sand
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Complete: frame, magnetic bars, magnetic tape and hangers

Magnetic bars ensure that the panels fit together exactly

Optional: mobile trolley box with tabletop

Halogen floodlight, 150 W, with carry bag
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Pop.UP Titanium fabric

Pop.UP Titanium fabric is the non plus ultra when it comes to 
ultra-fast system assembly. Printed on textile fabric, the adver-
tising slogan is attached to the system once and remains there, 
even when the frame is folded together and stowed in the trol-
ley bag, because there is no need to remove the graphic again. 
The fabric panel is fastened to the folding display with hook 
and loop tape, which means that it can easily be replaced by 
another panel. Available in various different sizes, Pop.UP Tita-
nium fabric is the first choice when it comes to the short-notice 
presentation of large-scale means of advertising. Combine this 
system with COUNTER Titanium fabric, the ingeniously simple 
matching counter with printed textile fabric.

5 Min. > 9 kg

Ultra-easy assembly Fastening to the system

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 8.3 – 14.6

Panel height (cm): 225

Panel width (cm): 151, 225, 299, 373

Number of sections: 2 × 3, 3 × 3, 4 × 3,  5 × 3 

ACCESSORIES

Halogen floodlight 220 V 150 W

2 stabilizing feet with bag

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

VARItex decoframe 250 B1 CA

DYEtex display 220 B1

DYEtex PES banner 240 B1

solvotex PES banner 240
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Complete: frame, trolley bag and Velcro strip

Stabilizing feet, including bag

Perfectly matched: Pop.UP Titanium fabric halogen floodlight

Halogen floodlight, 150 W, with carry bag
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COUNTER Alu-Pro

Present yourself in the best light. This system is not just 
good-looking, it is also extremely functional. It’s the details that 
make COUNTER Alu-Pro so special. High-quality aluminium pro-
files with rounded edges, edged shelves and full-length hinges 
leave no room for compromises. COUNTER Alu-Pro counters are 
highly resilient and can be assembled easily by just one person. 
It goes without saying that no tools are required. The perfect 
choice for unusual appearances at conventions, trade fairs or 
other events, or in the salesroom.

COUNTER Alu-Pro provides systematically structured storage 
space. It’s event furniture that complies with the day-to-day re-
quirements of the most discerning user thanks to its sleek and 
elegant design. You can choose the elements that are appropri-
ate for the prevailing situation because COUNTER Alu-Pro has 
been developed for growth and the elements can be combined 
in many different ways. Used as a single unit or a multi-counter 
combination, COUNTER Alu-Pro always provides the ideal point 
of contact.

Countertops with 
rounded corners 
provide comfortable 
work surfaces.

All of the shelves are 
edged with alumini-
um profiles. Robust, 
perfectly fitting 
gudgeons keep the 
shelves firmly secured 
in the frame.

All sliding doors 
are made of highly 
robust profiles and 
are lockable.

The counters are 
mounted on non-slip 
rubber feet, which of 
course also prevent 
any damage to the 
underlying surface.

3 Min. > 8 kg
TOP

SELLER
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TECHNICAL DATA – COUNTERS

TYPE W × H × D WEIGHT

CAP 1 1072 × 1050 × 515 mm 13 kg

CAP 2 832 × 1050 × 568 mm 11 kg

CAP 3 772 × 1050 × 515 mm 11 kg

CAP 4 1070 × 1050 × 515 mm 13 kg

CAP 4A 1070 × 1050 × 515 mm 24 kg

CAP 5 540 × 1050 × 515 mm 8 kg

TECHNICAL DATA – SHOWCASE

TYPE W × H × D WEIGHT

CAP 12A 1070 × 1050 × 515 mm 29 kg

CAP 1

Folding counter with 
curved front and rear 
panels

Dimensions (W×H×D):
1072 × 1050 × 515
Weight: 13 kg

CAP 2

Folding counter with 
curved front panel

Dimensions (W×H×D):
832 × 1050 × 568 
Weight: 11 kg

CAP 4

Foldable rectangular 
counter

Dimensions (W×H×D):
1070 × 1050 × 515
Weight: 13 kg

CAP 12A

Folding counter with 
showcase and lockable 
sliding doors

Dimensions (W×H×D):
1072 × 1050 × 515
Weight: 29 kg

CAP 3

Foldable rectangular 
counter

Dimensions (W×H×D):
772 × 1050 × 515
Weight: 11 kg

CAP 5

Foldable corner counter

Dimensions (W×H×D):
540 × 1050 × 515
Weight: 8 kg

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

solvoprint easy 80 GSP removable
+ filmolux easy gloss / matt

solvoprint easy 80 GP / MP  
+ filmolux easy gloss / matt

solvoprint 100 GP
+ filmolux easy gloss / matt

solvoprint easy dot 100 PE matt / glossy
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COUNTER Titanium fabric

Looks good, feels good – COUNTER Titanium fabric is the ele-
gant and versatile supplement to Pop.UP Titanium fabric. Here 
too, the printed fabric is fastened to COUNTER Titanium fabric 
by means of hook and loop tape and remains permanently at-
tached to the frame. There’s no wobbling: colour-coordinated 
with the tabletop, the shelf not only increases the stability of the 
system, but also provides an ideal storage space. The scope of 
delivery includes a practical trolley bag for mobile applications.

5 Min. > 9 kg
BEST
PRICE

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 12.2

Height (cm): 102

Width (cm): 106

Depth (cm): 36

Scope of delivery: System, tabletop, shelf, trolley bag

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

VARItex decoframe 250 B1 CA

DYEtex display 220 B1

DYEtex PES banner 240 B1

solvotex PES banner 240

Screw-threaded connections provide a high level of stability

Ultra-easy release mechanism Secure fabric attachment
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COUNTER Promo

COUNTER Promo is the presentation counter. Made of sturdy 
plastic, the counter comprises a completely foldable body with 
shelf and countertop, as well as a sign with supporting rods, 
all packed into a nylon carry bag. COUNTER Promo weighs just 
12 kg.

Just 80 cm wide, COUNTER Promo is small enough for any sales-
room. It still offers a large enough area for attractive product 
presentations or tastings thanks to its overall depth of 60 cm. 
The outstanding price/performance ratio of COUNTER Promo is 
a convincing argument in its favour and makes it an ideal part-
ner at the point of sale.

5 Min. > 9 kg
BEST
PRICE

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 12

Height (cm): 90.5 / 220 (mit Schild)

Width (cm): 79

Depth (cm): 49

Scope of delivery: Body, shelf, countertop, sign, carry bag

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

solvoprint easy panel 430 B1 CA

solvoprint nolite 175 CA

Sturdy plastic body Completely foldable
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Beach.FLAG Pro

Beach.FLAG Pro wing is a classic in the advertising industry and 
towers above everything else with an overall height of five me-
tres. Its slender form offers you a means of creating larger sur-
faces with advertising appeal. The optional solid rod provides 
maximum stability and durability under harsh conditions.

Beach.FLAG Pro drop combines maximum advertising impact 
with the ultimate in stability. The drop shape offers you a 1.2 
m wide advertising space on a perfectly tensioned flag that 
presents your message at the optimum height. The solid rod 
makes Beach.FLAG Pro drop the ideal choice for harsh outdoor 
conditions. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): > 1.5

Standing height (cm): drop: 400, wing: 500

SET 1 SET 2

Screw-in ground anchor 
with rotator

Folding cross base 
with rotator

Carry bag Carry bag

wing: 
telescopic rod or solid rod

wing: 
telescopic rod or solid rod

drop: 
multipart solid rod

drop: 
multipart solid rod

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

solvotex PES flag plus 2   

solvotex TCS flag plus 

DYEtex flag 110 B1

2 Min. > 1,5 kg

Rugged ground anchor Optional water bag weight
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Deco.FLAG Pro

Deco.FLAG Pro combines many of the features offered by its 
“larger sister”, Beach.FLAG Pro. With its smaller 2.20 m high 
format, Deco.FLAG Pro is ideal for events where there is close 
contact with the public, such as trade fairs, as well as at the 
point of sale or for company and product presentations. 

Deco.FLAG Pro uses its strengths to full advantage at the highly 
competitive point of sale. It offers a great deal of advertising 
power in a small space and brings a proverbial breath of fresh 
air into the salesroom or pedestrian precinct. Deco.FLAG Pro is 
also available in the two popular and prestigious drop and wing 
shapes.

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): > 1.5

Standing height (cm): 220

INDOOR OUTDOOR

Ground plate 0.7 kg Ground plate 2.5 kg

Telescopic rod Telescopic rod

Cardboard envelope Cardboard envelope

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

solvotex PES flag plus 2   

solvotex TCS flag plus 

DYEtex flag 110 B1

2 Min. > 1,5 kg

Robust ground plate Cardboard envelope
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Beach.FLAG light

Beach.FLAG light offers you a wider choice with three differ-
ent shapes and formats. Beach.FLAG light is a versatile series of 
flags for all indoor and outdoor mobile presentations. It offers a 
wide range of products at unbeatably reasonable prices.

The selection is vast. There are three flag shapes to choose from 
and each is available in three sizes. Made of highly flexible alu-
minium, the rod systems are ideal for short-notice use and are 
particularly good value for money. The bag supplied with your 
Beach.FLAG light offers you an easy and convenient means of 
transportation. Assembly takes less than two minutes – fast 
enough to ensure that your advertising slogan immediately be-
comes the centre of attention.

DROP

drop M 261 cm high

drop L 342 cm high

drop XL 425 cm high

Scope of delivery: Aluminium rod system, carry bag

WING

wing S 220 cm high

wing M 295 cm high

wing L 414 cm high

Scope of delivery: Aluminium rod system, hemming tape 
for the rod tunnel, carry bag

SQUARE

square S 242 cm high

square M 342 cm high

square L 442 cm high

Scope of delivery: Aluminium rod system, hemming tape 
for the rod tunnel, carry bag

RECOMMENDED PRINT MATERIAL

solvotex PES flag plus 2   

solvotex TCS flag plus 

DYEtex flag 110 B1

3 Min. > 1,5 kg
TOP

SELLER
BEST
PRICE

Base plate, 3.5 kg

Ground stake, 70 cm

square

wing

drop

Water-filled base 10 l

Ground plate, 10 kg
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Giant.POLE Spuare

Giant.POLE Square, the mobile flag stand, ensures that your 
indoor or outdoor advertising is truly unmissable. The height 
of this flag system makes it a real crowd puller, particularly at 
open-air events. It provides flexibility of deployment, rapid as-
sembly and absolute reliability in the hard day-to-day world of 
advertising. 

Giant.POLE Square enables you to show your colours! Giant.
POLE Square is suitable for applications of all kinds, especially 
outdoors in harsh weather conditions up to wind force 7. This 
means that your promotions and events are always in the fore-
ground. 5.40 m high is the measure of all things from now on. 
The optional tabletop makes Giant.POLE an ideal social meeting 
point.

TECHNICAL DATA

Weight (kg): 18.5

Height (cm): 540

Tank volume (l): 70

Banner dimensions (cm): 110 × 330

MATERIAL

Anodized aluminium

4-stage telescopic flagpole

ACCESSORIES

Tabletop, weatherproof and washable

RECOMMENDED PRINT MEDIA

solvotex PES flag plus 2   

solvotex TCS flag plus 

DYEtex flag 110 B1

5 Min. 18,5 kg

Visible from a long way away Optional tabletop
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Snap.FIX light

Snap.FIX Pro

Snap.FIX Alu

Snap.FIX Alu is an exceptionally classy semi-circular poster profile 
and the perfect eye-catcher for a top-class presentation. These 
poster profiles are made of high-quality anodized aluminium. 
Supplied as a complete set, with end caps and hangers, Snap.FIX 
Alu is ready for immediate use. 

In addition to numerous standard widths ranging from 50 cm to 
120 cm, Snap.FIX Alu is also available in a 2.60 m long version 
which can be cut to the required size. 

Snap.FIX light

Snap.FIX Pro

Unobtrusive or elegant? Choose between the unobtrusive 
Snap.FIX light and the elegant Snap.FIX Pro. Both of the 
Snap.FIX models are available in lengths of 2.6 m and 3.0 
m and can be cut easily to the required size. Available as 
accessories, the hangers can be positioned wherever they 
are needed on Snap.FIX light and Snap.FIX Pro.

AVAILABLE COLOURS (SIMILAR TO RAL)

RAL 9010

transparent snap.FIX easy 18 ONLY

RAL 9011

RAL 7036

RAL 3020

RAL 6024

RAL 1004

RAL 5017
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Notes
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Notes
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